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ABSTRACT
In the process of evaluating competencies for job or student re-
cruitment through material screening, decision-makers can be in-
fluenced by inherent cognitive biases, such as the screening order
or anchoring information, leading to inconsistent outcomes. To
tackle this challenge, we conducted interviews with seven experts
to understand their challenges and needs for support in the screen-
ing process. Building on their insights, we introduce BiasEye, a
bias-aware real-time interactive material screening visualization
system. BiasEye enhances awareness of cognitive biases by improv-
ing information accessibility and transparency. It also aids users in
identifying and mitigating biases through a machine learning (ML)
approach that models individual screening preferences. Findings
from a mixed-design user study with 20 participants demonstrate
that, compared to a baseline system lacking our bias-aware fea-
tures, BiasEye increases participants’ bias awareness and boosts
their confidence in making final decisions. At last, we discuss the
potential of ML and visualization in mitigating biases during human
decision-making tasks.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); Visualization; User studies.
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bias-aware design, inconsistent decision, raise bias awareness, ma-
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1 INTRODUCTION
The process of material screening during admissions plays a vi-
tal role in the intricate decision-making process for both college
enrollment and corporate recruitment. Typically, this process in-
volves independent reviews of various segments of the applicant’s
materials, resulting in a multidimensional assessment of their qual-
ifications. Subsequently, reviewers record key points on a decision
sheet for each application [56].

Application materials encompass a diverse range of documents,
including personal resumes, additional certifications and letters of
recommendation, among others. Given the substantial volume of
applications, various automated techniques have emerged to assist
in systematically and efficiently extracting and storing informa-
tion. These techniques include academic exploration [25, 55] and
commercial solutions such as Daxtra1 and Bello AI2. In terms of
material screening, computer programs can provide a more objec-
tive and consistent assessment method based on predefined crite-
ria [34]. They are also employed to achieve diversity in candidate
selection [26]. However, these automated methods cannot compre-
hensively evaluate an applicant’s personality and potential, nor can
they fully grasp the complexities of background information. Hu-
man reviewers, on the other hand, excel at flexible adaptation [32].
Still, they are susceptible to cognitive biases stemming from per-
ceptual illusions, false memories, logical fallacies and cognitive
errors [32]. These biases are inherent in human perceptual and
intuitive decision-making processes. While efforts can be made to

1http://www.daxtra.cn/
2https://www.belloai.com/
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identify and mitigate these biases, they cannot be entirely elimi-
nated [32]. Furthermore, cognitive biases can be exacerbated by
factors such as decision fatigue [45] and choice overload [11].

Duringmaterial screening, reviewers suffer from cognitive biases
stemming from several challenges. These challenges also under-
score the difficulty of raising awareness about and mitigating these
biases in the decision-making process. First, the lengthy and in-
termittent screening process can lead to recency bias3 [51],
as memory of earlier assessments fades over time, and decision-
making criteria can be erratic (I1). Second, certain attributes
of applicants can trigger “halo” or “horns” effect4, hindering
reviewers from providing unbiased assessments of other traits [24].
For instance, during the initial assessment of academic factors,
reviewers might encounter an outstanding achievement, like a per-
fect math grade. This initial impression can lead to an anchoring
bias [58], where reviewers may expect equally exceptional perfor-
mance in other areas then potentially lead to a biased evaluation
of overall aptitude (I2). Third, balancing multiple admission
goals including inclusivity and selectivity is challenging due
to memory limitations and cognitive workload. Reviewers may
fall prey to the contrast bias [50], where their judgments are influ-
enced by the scores given to the adjacent applicants (I3). Lastly,
forementioned challenges necessitate inevitable revisions in the
material screening process. Reviewers often need to manually re-
vise scores by reopening applicant pages, which can be challenging
due to memory issues and confirmation bias5 [8] when revisiting
applications consciously (I4).

Artificial Intelligence (AI) approaches, while incapable of fully
replacing human decision-making in college admissions, serve as
valuable tools in addressing and mitigating various cognitive biases.
Previous studies in this domain can be classified into several key
categories based on the life cycle of bias [15]: 1) Prevent. Preventa-
tive training approaches [10, 23] aim to explicitly raise awareness
of bias, although they can impose a significant cognitive burden
on users. Procedural interventions, on the other hand, integrate
bias awareness into the decision-making workflow by enhancing
information transparency [67] or providing relevant information
to reviewers. 2) Discover and 3) Locate. Researchers have developed
models to detect biases in real-time [22, 38, 62] and communicate
these biases to users through visual elements [40, 64], based on
the definitions of different cognitive biases. 4) Mitigate. Mitigation
strategies and algorithms can be introduced based onmachine learn-
ing methods [1, 22, 51] or visual approaches [13, 53, 54, 65], offering
promising avenues to reduce cognitive bias. However, existing mod-
eling methods often target specific defined biases, neglecting
the interaction between cognitive biases [32] (research gap
RG1). For example, anchoring bias from the earliest applications
and recency bias from the recent applications may affect next deci-
sions in the same or opposite way. Regardless of the type of bias,
they can lead to inconsistent decision outcomes, as illustrated in
Figure 1. In college admissions, these inconsistent screening results
may conflict with the principle of individual fairness [22], where

3The tendency to be excessively affected by the pattern of recent data.
4The Halo/Horns effect is the idea that one’s perception of someone is posi-
tively/negatively influenced by his/her opinion of that person’s related traits.
5The tendency to favor information that supports existing beliefs while disregarding
contradictory evidence.

individuals may apply different criteria at different stages of a deci-
sion task, resulting in instances with similar characteristics being
treated disparately. Previous studies on fairness and diversity in col-
lege admissions [26, 34] primarily focus on the rationality of final
admission outcomes, overlooking personal inconsistent out-
comes and the individual material screening process (RG2).
Regarding visualization approaches, previous research [53, 54, 56]
has demonstrated the potential of visual and interactive strategies
to enhance human decision-making theoretically. Nonetheless, the
integration of AI methods and visualization strategies to ad-
dress cognitive biases was infrequent, and there was limited
assessment of their combined effectiveness in practical applications
(RG3).

To explore the factors contributing to inconsistent decision-
making outcomes and the needs of reviewer for a feasible screening
system, we conducted interviews with seven experienced reviewers
from various academic disciplines in local universities. Based on
six findings obtained from these interviews (subsection 3.2), we
identified four primary challenges regarding details about four cog-
nitive biases (introduced as C1-C4 in subsection 3.3). In light of
our literature review and identified challenges, in subsection 3.4
we devised a four-step pipeline, PREVENTING → DISCOVERING
→ LOCATING → MITIGATING (RG1), applying to inconsistent
decision-making that results from any cognitive biases, along with
five essential design requirements for developing an effective sys-
tem. Subsequently, we conceptualized and developed BiasEye, a
bias-aware real-time interactive material screening visualization
system. BiasEye served the purpose of prompting, tracking, and
scrutinizing individual decision-making (RG2) during screening
process in accordance with the four-step pipeline. The system’s
backend employed ChatGPT-4 to extract features from application
materials and models individual screening preferences through a
machine learning (ML) approach (RG3). On the frontend, BiasEye of-
fered a side view that visualizes statistics for a group of applications,
with each application being highlighted, as well as a summary page
for retrospective decision inspection and adjustment. To assess the
utility and effectiveness of BiasEye, we conducted a mixed-subjects
user study involving 20 participants (RG3). The study provided
strong support for the enhanced usefulness and effectiveness of
BiasEye compared to a baseline system and any combination of
baseline systems with the addition of the side view or a summary
page. Notably, BiasEye helped participants implicitly reduce their
inconsistent screening results without introducing or suggesting
cognitive bias explicitly. Although the additional design elements
increased cognitive load, participants reported increased confidence
in their screening results’ perceived reasonability and consistency.
Furthermore, the system aided participants in better establishing
their evaluative criteria, resulting in more concentrated scoring for
high-quality applicants within the same group. Additionally, our
observations indicated that BiasEye facilitated participants’ under-
standing and explanation of the model predictions. The presence
of convincing evidence played a crucial role in their final level of
trust in the system’s predictions. Building upon our findings, we
put forth several design implications for future developments in
material screening systems. The main contributions of this study
include:
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Condition 1

Reviewer

Condition 2

Application XApplication X

High qualification candidate (Accepted)Medium qualification candidate Low qualification candidate (Rejected)

Figure 1: An illustration of the contrast bias emerges in sequential material screening tasks. In such scenarios, condition of
adjacent application materials can influence a reviewer’s assessment, resulting in reviewers making inconsistent judgments
about the same application X under varying conditions.

• In a formative study with seven participants, we identified
challenges leading to cognitive biases in material screening
and proposed a four-step pipeline to address them.

• We developed BiasEye, an interactive screening system that
models decision preferences and mitigates bias.

• A user study with 20 participants evaluated BiasEye’s us-
ability, effectiveness, and impact on behavior, workload, and
confidence in screening outcomes.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Material Screening During the College

Admission Review Process
In college admissions, the holistic review approach has been widely
recognized and explored across various domains [36, 57]. A critical
component of this process is material screening, which occurs after
the application submission and precedes the committee meeting.
Talkad Sukumar et al. [56] conducted an in-depth study on the
holistic review process employed by American universities, with a
specific focus on aspects related to human-computer interaction
and technical support. As Sukumar et al. described, application
reviewers are entrusted with a pivotal phase known as Material
Screening, where reviewers draw upon their expertise and apply a
predefined set of criteria, aligned with the university’s mission and
objectives, to evaluate applications. This comprehensive evaluation
encompasses a wide array of factors gleaned from the materials sub-
mitted by applicants, including a student’s high school background,
family history, encountered challenges, as well as both academic
and non-academic achievements, such as community service and
special talents [56]. The material screening process is inherently
subjective and intricate. It requires reviewers to assess applicants
within the broader context of their individual backgrounds and
life experiences. Rather than following a rigid, predefined proto-
col, reviewers rely on flexible personal heuristics, however such
subjectivity would inadvertently introduce systematic errors or bi-
ases [58] such as anchoring and confirmation bias [56]. This study
(subsection 3.3) will explore how four task challenges associated
with four prominent biases affect the screening process and exam-
ine the tools and methodologies employed by reviewers, providing
valuable insights into this crucial stage of college admissions.

2.2 Human Bias Detection and Mitigation
The college admissions screening process has low validity, lim-
iting the ability to discern patterns and develop accurate intu-
itions, making experts prone to cognitive biases like anchoring

bias [12, 47, 49, 59], attraction effect [19], and confirmation bias [8].
These biases have been extensively studied and categorized in com-
prehensive taxonomies [20, 43, 46, 62]. Additionally, research shows
that the order of presenting the same information can significantly
influence decision-making [1], recent personal decisions can serve
as anchors, leading to errors or inconsistencies when reviewing
the same case [22]. Aligned with [22], we advocate for individual
fairness, ensuring similar individuals are treated equitably while
extends beyond addressing anchoring bias. In this study, we use
“inconsistent” to describe situations where individual fairness is
violated within the material screening process.

Detecting and mitigating cognitive bias is crucial in decision-
making processes, and previous work falls into four distinct cat-
egories: 1) Preventing. Some studies [10, 23] have focused on
prevention by utilizing training approaches to raise awareness
and discourage biased heuristics. However, relying solely on prior
knowledge may not effectively mitigate biases and can impose
cognitive burdens on users [10, 23]. Procedural interventions inte-
grate bias avoidance into workflows without explicitly highlight-
ing biases, such as increasing information transparency [67] and
providing more relevant information to assess applicants, thereby
improving the retrievability of relevant instances [56]. 2) Discov-
ering. Researchers have used machine learning and visual envi-
ronments [43, 51] to detect human biases, some have defined and
measured bias indicators [61, 62]. This category is closely associated
with the next: 3) Locating. Studies such as [64] and [40] visualized
bias indicators within situational or peripheral view to pinpoint
the source of bias. Echterhoff et al. [22] captured a reviewer’s an-
choring state using a probabilistic model to retrospectively locate
biased decisions. 4) Mitigating. Akl et al. [1] developed strate-
gies to reduce order-effects and enhance decision-making based on
probability models. Visual methods, such as design spaces [65] and
simple visual representations [13], have been proposed to mitigate
cognitive bias. Researches [53, 54] have demonstrated that imple-
menting visualizations in the review process can automatically
address cognitive biases, alleviating user concerns.

In this study, drawing inspiration from prior research, we have
integrated a four-step pipeline into our material screening sys-
tem. First, we present supplementary information and statistics
related to applications to prevent cognitive bias. Next, employing
machine learning techniques, we create dynamic models of real-
time individual decision preferences based on a user’s historical
choices. Through our visualization design, users can discover and
locate any inconsistencies in their decisions, ultimately helping
themmitigate these inconsistencies conveniently.
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2.3 AI-Enhanced Approaches for Material
Screening and Holistic Review Support

Material screening serves as the crucial initial step in assessing a
candidate’s qualifications. To enhance efficiency and fairness, var-
ious methods have been developed to optimize procedures such
the holistic admission process [31] and information ordering [2],
or automate particular tasks such as resume screening [48], assess-
ment [34], and information extraction [30, 35]. Natural Language
Processing (NLP) [28] also has been used to detect and correct re-
sume errors [41] and conduct rating classification while reducing
human bias [3].

Although automated screening can mitigate human bias, con-
cerns about potential discrimination stemming from biased data or
algorithms, including racial discrimination, have been raised [16–
18, 42]. Initiatives like FairCVtest [44], MANI-Rank [9], and Gilbert
et al.’s human-centered AI tool [26] aim to address these issues.
However, it’s important to note that while these methods automate
parts of application material processing, they may not fully capture
human review patterns or contextual nuances, limiting their use in
holistic admissions reviews. Our approach uses machine learning
as a supportive tool for human decision-making, adapting to indi-
vidual reviewer preferences to personalize bias mitigation while
retaining the final decision in the hands of the human reviewer.

Several software platforms, such as Slate, Kira Talent, and Sub-
mittable [52], support holistic review processes. The American
Association of Medical Colleges (AAMC) also offers tools and prin-
ciples for holistic review [4]. Additionally, the College Board and
Education Counsel jointly published a guide [14] that includes a
diversity metrics dashboard. Metoyer et al. [39] explored group
decision-making and integrated visual storytelling support into
collaborative review for transparency and rigor. While these efforts
focus on addressing cognitive bias and human decision-making
in holistic admissions, our study centers on the material screen-
ing process prior to committee meetings. We aim to enhance bias
awareness and promote self-reflection through machine learning
and visualization in digital applications, building models of review-
ers’ personal decision preferences.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY
This study aims to help reviewers deal with inconsistent review
decisions caused by cognitive biases. To achieve this, we conduct
a formative study to understand reviewers’ current practices and
needs. These insights will inform the design requirements for a
system tailored to this context.

3.1 Participants and Procedure
To comprehensively understand the current state-of-the-art ma-
terial screening process, challenges faced by reviewers, and their
expectations for screening systems, we conducted semi-structured
interviews with seven experienced reviewers. The participants,
with a mean age of 32.6 years (standard deviation 13.1), included
four males and three females, offering diverse perspectives. Our
objectives were twofold: to explore current practices and challenges
in material screening and identify strategies to mitigate cognitive
biases while enhancing efficiency and satisfaction. Interviewees
represented various roles, including admissions officers, material

reviewers, and interviewers, spanning academic and professional
backgrounds in fields like Computer Science, Industrial Design,
Entrepreneurial Finance, and FinTech. We developed the interview
script through informal discussions with admission officers and
reviewers. As outlined in Table 1, participants discussed their screen-
ing procedures, experiences, and shared views on four cognitive
biases: anchoring bias, recency bias, contrast bias, and confirmation
bias, along with coping strategies and specific requirements within
each scenario.

We used Braun and Clarke’s six-phase thematic analysis frame-
work [27] to analyze interview data. The analysis involved two re-
searchers proficient in qualitative research methods. One researcher
performed the initial coding of the data, while the other meticu-
lously reviewed the codes to ensure accuracy and completeness.
Through iterative discussions, two authors reached a consensus on
the summarizing statements at first, resolving potential ambigui-
ties or conflicts. Next, they collaboratively identified six screening
findings together, subsequently giving rise to four key challenge
themes discussed in subsection 3.2 and subsection 3.3, respectively.
These insights informed the derivation of five design requirements,
forming the foundation for a four-step strategy explained in sub-
section 3.4.

3.2 Findings about the Current Material
Screening Process

This section presents six key findings from our interviews about the
current material screening process, comparing them with findings
in [56].

Finding 1: Multiple rounds of material screening.Material
screening has become more complex and time-consuming, with
universities adopting a multi-round approach (E1, E2, E5), differing
from the simplified approach in [56] where one reviewer was as-
signed per applicant. Moreover, reviewers encompass a spectrum of
experience levels, ranging from senior assistant students acting as
junior reviewers to professors serving as expert reviewers in each
evaluation cycle. This approach achieves a dual objective of main-
taining selectivity and inclusivity simultaneously. As E1 noted, “A
significant number of applications exist, and junior reviewers should
screen out the underperforming ones, thus allowing expert reviewers
to focus on the more competitive submissions.” Applicants undergo
multiple reviews leading to interviews and committee meetings to
finalize admissions.

Finding 2: Multiple reviewers in each round. To mitigate the
impact of personal preferences, each applicant is assigned to re-
viewers from various departments, and their scores are averaged
to determine the effective score (E2, E4, E6, E7). According to E6,
“Reviewers possess their own preferences, and enabling reviewers with
diverse backgrounds to assess the same applicants aligns with the
objective of achieving a more diversified admissions process.” Similar
to [56], reviewers primarily handle applications from their respec-
tive or familiar regions but not exclusively so.

Finding 3: Diverse admission expectations. As noted in [56],
reviewers are tasked with balancing diverse and inclusive admission
goals with the school’s mission. Moreover, fair assessment is en-
sured by considering the average scores from at least three review-
ers per round. Assuming a normal quality distribution, admission
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Category Question
Demographic How many times have you participated in material screening or interviews for college admissions?

What is the overall flow of college admissions?
What policies/criteria has the admissions committee formulated?

Procedures Who is qualified to be a reviewer? (How the Admissions Committee recruited the reviewers?)
How the applications were distributed to reviewers?
How to evaluate an application comprehensively and decide admission results?
What are the functions of current screening system?

Prompt Have you ever overestimated or underestimated applications?
How did you handle this problem and avoid the similar situation?
(1) Do you think that certain aspect of the applications will affect your assessment of their other

aspects? [anchoring bias]
Scenarios (2) Do you think the review process is affected by time and memory? [recency bias]

(3) Do you think the sequence order of applications may affect your assessment? [contrast bias]
(4) Did you objectively assess the shortcomings of applications when you have had a favorable

impression of them? [confirmation bias]
Expectation What functions do you want to add or improve to the current screening/interview system?

Table 1: Interview with expertise reviewers.

committee manages a large volume of applications by randomly
distributing and sequencing them. As noted by E3, E4, and E7, re-
viewers are instructed to target a suggested mean score, mitigating
aggregation errors.

Finding 4: Flexibility in reviewer work schedules. Reviewers
are provided with one to two weeks to autonomously accomplish
their screening assignments, usually during breaks in their regular
work and study schedules, as outlined in [56]. Reviewers have the
flexibility to either assess a few applications daily during their spare
moments or allocate a dedicated continuous time block to evaluate
all applications (E1-7).

Finding 5: Aggregatingmulti-dimensional assessments.Can-
didate assessment involves considering various dimensions such
as educational background, academic and non-academic activities,
and letters of recommendation [56]. Universities assign weights
to each dimension for an overall score, rather than a single cumu-
lative score. Furthermore, the admission office provides a list of
competitions or awards for seamless integration into the scoring
system, as E4 mentioned, “This process has been automated recently
as part of the system iteration.”

Finding 6: Outdated material screening system. As discussed
in [56], existing material screening systems are predominantly
representational and lack interactivity. Reviewers navigate a list
of applications, each with bundled PDF materials and a digital
decision sheet for scoring and commenting. The application list
shows screening progress, scores, and a submission button. While
these systems provide basic functionalities like electronic storage
and accessibility, they lack advanced features.

3.3 Challenges in Material Screening Process
In this section, we will explore each challenge themes (C1-C4)
by examining the fundamental characteristics (Finding 1∼6) of the
material screening process, helping us identify potential cognitive
biases in this phase.

C1: Balancing workload and fairness in college admissions
screening. Despite the need for a holistic approach in college ad-
missions (Finding 3), the high volume of applications often restricts

the time and energy reviewers can dedicate to each student, hin-
dering thorough exploration and deliberation (E1, E3, E4, E6). The
automated awards-to-score approach in Finding 5 may reduce some
workload, but not all awards are listed, and subjective judgment
based on experiential knowledge remains necessary. As E7 stated,
aligning average students with score distribution requirements in
Finding 3 is challenging, “How do you come up with the boundary for
those average students? It’s a bit tricky, and honestly, I didn’t know
it right from the beginning.” The contrast bias[50] is particularly
evident with intermediate qualifications, an outstanding applicant
can overshadow others, and a series of subpar materials may lead
to higher scores for an average applicant [22].

C2: The screening procedure can be quite time-consuming
and frequently intermittent. As highlighted in Finding 4, the
screening task is susceptible to interruptions and places a substan-
tial memory burden on reviewers due to their constrained time (E4,
E6) and the fragmented nature of their personal schedules (E1, E2,
E3). Moreover, the influence of recency bias [51] prompts reviewers
to base their decisions on applicants they’ve recently assessed (E5),
resulting in a fluctuating personal evaluation criterion.

C3: Reviewers might be susceptible to the allure of the
halo effect6. As Finding 5 and [56] suggest, an applicant’s aca-
demic performance can anchor assessments of other dimensions
(E1, E3, E4), validating the anchoring bias [58]. Furthermore this
anchoring effect can positively or negtively manifest in various
aspects. For instance, E3 remarked, “This student possesses extensive
experience and stands out among applicants. Excellent! I’m inclined
to award extra points in every dimension.” Conversely, E4 expressed
doubts, stating, “Did his parents ghostwrite this self-introduction?
Some phrases appear to be readily available online, suggesting a lack
of sincerity, which raises concerns about the other achievements.”
Anchoring bias can subtly influence reviewers using a heuristic ap-
proach to decision-making, resulting in unintentional inconsistent
outcomes.

6The Halo effect means one’s perception of someone is positively influenced by his/her
opinion of that person’s related traits.
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C4: Reviewers struggle with inconvenient systems and
lack guidance when making score adjustments. Not discussed
in [56], initial lower scores [5] resulted from reviewers’ caution
due to incomplete understanding. As E7 expressed, “I acknowledge
that this may seem unfair to students in the front. I’ll proactively
make adjustments, although I can’t guarantee them.” As screening
progressed, decision fatigue led to declining decision quality and
preference for expedient or mean-score heuristics (E4). Inconsistent
outcomes (C1-C3) necessitated revisions, with reviewers revisiting
decisions repeatedly and verifying before final submissions. E1
emphasized iterative score revisions to ensure fairness, stating,
“It’s essential to make adjustments, especially when more competitive
performances are niticed further back. I need to lower those high
scores at the front.” However, this was exhausting due to unreliable
memory and the outdated system (Finding 6). E6 suggested making
retrospective assessment more intuitive and optimizing interaction
beyond the current “click to display” method.

3.4 A Four-Step Pipeline and Design Goals
Drawing from relevant research and interview insights, we present
a four-step pipeline to address four challenges and providing a
foundation for system design D1∼D5.

Step 1: Preventing. Humans may not consistently excel at
repetitive tasks [21], so enhancing screening quality, especially
addressing C1, involves reducing the reviewer’s workload. This
means focusing on automating routine tasks, allowing re-
viewers to devote their attention to more complex subjec-
tive assessments (D1). To tackle C1, D1 includes preprocessing
and gathering necessary information for screening applications,
thus enhancing the retrieval of instances related to the availability
heuristic [56]. Furthermore, automating repetitive judgments and
actions through intuitive representation and simplified interaction
is a practical strategy for C4.

Step 2: Discovering. Screening procedure and human cognitive
process constraints can lead to biased decisions (C1-C3) [32]. How-
ever, participants were either unaware of or underestimated bias
impact in their assessments (E4, E7). With subjective criteria involv-
ing intangible, shifting factors, an objective approach is needed to
help recognize and rectify irrational behavior. Our system aims to
facilitate reviewers’ understanding and management of the
screening process (D2), as well as explicitly reveal screening
preferences to uncover potential inconsistencies (D3).

Step 3: Locating. While the initial discovery step offers an
overview of the screening process, in-depth analysis is crucial to
implement targeted strategies addressing inconsistencies from C1-
C3. D4 involves examining bias tendencies and evaluating
specific bias instances. Our system should provide transparent,
comprehensive information for multifaceted material comparisons.
Through interactive visualization, reviewers can identify inconsis-
tent outcomes and make informed judgments, promoting fairness
and objectivity in screening.

Step 4: Mitigating. The final key step in bias mitigation is score
modification. The current system, mainly representational, lacks
interactivity, burdening reviewers physically and cognitively when
adjusting decisions (C4). Additionally, comparing numerous simi-
lar candidates for reasoned scores is challenging (E7). To address
C4, our system should enable quick adjustments and provide

reasonable score recommendations (D5) to ease reviewers’ bias
concerns. Meanwhile, interactive visualization is a promising way
to enhance assessment efficiency and effectiveness.

4 BIASEYE
In line with design goals D1∼D5, we present BiasEye, a real-time
interactive system aimed at assisting reviewers in preventing, dis-
covering, locating, andmitigating inconsistent decision-making. Im-
plemented using Flask and Vue.js frameworks, it leverages Element-
plus components7 and D3.js8 [6] for visualization. BiasEye consists
of three pages: 1) Student List, displaying assigned applications and
screening progress; 2) Assessing, showing extracted information
and original PDF materials for application assessment; 3) Summary,
offering retrospective bias-aware score inspection and revision
through the Screening Sheet, Comparison view, and Ex-situ Table.
All three pages share a Statistical view accessible via header nav-
igation (Figure 2-a). Potential usage methods and scenarios are
explored in subsubsection 6.2.1 to address inconsistent outcomes.

4.1 Screening Sheet
Aligning with the admission committee’s criteria, the Screening
Sheet includes a Basic Information section and several screening sec-
tions, eachwith a unique color. In addition to the score9

and the comment component involved in the orig-
inal decision sheet mentioned in Finding 6, each section also show-
cases structured entries extracted from resumes and included a
box plot showing statistical data for the assigned
scores.

As depicted in Figure 3, we first convert PDF files into TXT
format and filter out resumes with incomplete or inaccurate in-
formation, ensuring the quality of our analysis. To extract infor-
mation, we explored models and tools like CNN-BiLSTM-CRF [35]
and pyresparser10, but these had suboptimal performance due to
diverse resume formats and limited training samples. Consequently,
we fine-tuned ChatGPT-411, implementing error correction codes
and human verification for precision and consistency. Despite limi-
tations like incomplete extraction of low-probability information
with limited training data, this tool was effective in resume in-
formation extraction. Finally, as depicted in Table 2, all raw text
was extracted and structured into JSON format, encompassing five
sections: Basic Information, Educational Background, Competition,
Honors, and Extra Activity. Letters of Recommendation (LoR) and
Personal Statements (PS) are not displayed in this sheet, but users
can access these original files directly from the Assessing page.

ConsideringD1 in the PREVENTING step andD4 in the LOCAT-
ING step, we incorporate the Screening Sheet with user-friendly
interactivity into the Summary page. This allows reviewers quick
access to concise information about the selected applicant. While
some details may bemissing compared to the original PDF, the sheet
provides ample cues. If more information is needed, reviewers can
switch to the Assessing page to examine the PDF.

7https://element-plus.org/
8https://d3js.org/
9While each section employs a consistent score range of 1-5 points, the system assigns
different weights to each section when computing the total score, as per the admission
committee’s guidelines.
10https://github.com/OmkarPathak/pyresparser
11https://chat.openai.com
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Section Entries
Basic Information Name, Gender, Hometown, School, Major, Skill
Education Background GPA, Student Rank, CET-4, CET-6, TOFEL, IELTS, Course Name, Course Grade
Competition(*) Name, Time, Level, Award
Honor(*) Name, Time, Level

Project: Name, Time, Role, Description
Extra Activity(*) Research Paper: Title, Author (order), Publication, Level, Summary

Other Experience: Name, Time
Table 2: Structured information entries from resumes in JSON formats, the extra activity section are divided into three sub-
categories. *: The corresponding entries represent the content of each record in that section.

Section Attributes
Education Background CET-4, CET-6, TOFEL, IELTS
Competition (#) School Award, Provincial Award, National Award, International Award, Mathematics Com-

petition, English Competition, Computer Competition, Chemistry Competition, Electronics
Competition, Mechanical Competition, Physics Competition, Biology Competition, Innovation
and Entrepreneurship Competition, Other Competition

School Rank

Honor (#) School Honor, Provincial Honor, National Honor, International Honor, Scholarship, Excellent
Student, Outstanding Student, Outstanding Graduate, Student Officer, Volunteer, Social Practice,
Skill Certificate

Student Rank*

Extra Activity (#) A-tier Publication, B-tier Publication, C-tier Publication, D-tier Publication, Projects, Project
Manager, Project Participant

Table 3: Attributes for each screening section, four sections share the attributes of School Rank and Student Rank. #: The
corresponding attributes represent the quantitative outcomes following aggregation. *: Indicates that the attribute has been
normalized.

4.2 Statistical View
In response to D1, we design the Statistical view (Figure 2-A) on
BiasEye’s left side. This view presents global statistics for the cur-
rent application group, visualizing 12 key indicators. These include
school and normalized student GPA rankings, competition and
honor count at various levels, and publication counts with corre-
sponding conference/journal levels. Each indicator (Figure 4) uses
box plots to convey central tendencies and data dispersion, density
plots to offer detailed distributional insights, and scatter dots to
depict the cases of the currently selected students, offering an over-
arching perspective that aids PREVENTING recency and contrast
bias.

box plot

scatter dot

density plot

Figure 4: A visualized indicator of the Statistical view.

For each section, we defined a set of significant attributes de-
noted as 𝐴 = 𝑎1, 𝑎2, ..., 𝑎𝑀 based on feedback obtained during the
formative study. These attributes serve as straightforward proxies
for human decision-making preferences, as outlined in Table 3. On
one hand, most of these attributes are derived from features ex-
tracted directly from entries within the JSON file. Numerical and
quantitative features, such as the count of different competition
levels, can be readily obtained from the respective entries. Some
features necessitate a text classification step before quantitative
calculations, such as determining whether an applicant served as a
manager or participant in a project. To facilitate this, we presented

input and output samples to ChatGPT and guided it through the
classification process, providing explanations along the way. This
approach aimed to encourage ChatGPT to engage in a more delib-
erate thought process. On the other hand, two attributes, namely
school ranking and publication ranking, were derived from ad-
ditional information. This addresses D1 and aims to streamline
the information search process, ultimately reducing the reviewer’s
workload. The school ranking is assigned a label from 1 to 20012,
while the conference/journal level is categorized from A to D13,
where ‘D’ signifies ‘unknown’.

4.3 Ex-situ Table
2.7 min

Hover on

tooltip stacked bar

Figure 5: A stacked time bar Ex-situ Table.

As an extra enhanced version of the Student List table, Ex-situ
Table incorporates additional visualizations and interactive features
to address D2, D4 and D5. It provides an overview and facilitates
score modifications, displaying application ID, applicant name, and
section duration, which are calculated from time difference between
two consecutive scoring events. Hovering over a stacked bar (Fig-
ure 5) in ‘Time’ column reveals specific time values. Clicking a
row in the table updates the Screening Sheet and highlights the
corresponding application glyph in the Comparison view. The table
12University rankings: https://research.com/university-rankings/best-global-
universities
13Conference/journal level: https://research.com/
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dynamically displays the corresponding section column based on
the selection in , enabling direct score modification for
D5. Additionally, the Ex-situ Table offers an interface that employs
a machine learning method, specifically, Ranking SVM, to help users
DISCOVER (D2) inconsistent decision outcomes for each screening
section. Through the use of a slider and checkboxes
✓, users can select a specific number of assessed applications as
trusted training samples. Clicking the button activates
the Ranking SVM for analysis.

Inspired by Podium [63], we employed Ranking SVM [33] to au-
tomatically infer attribute weights from user-assigned application
scores. This approach serves two purposes: Firstly, it helps review-
ers examine their individual screening priorities and preferences,
providing insight into how personal biases and emphases may affect
their assessments. Secondly, Ranking SVM forecasts future review
tendencies using past records, indicating potential biases. Its low
computational cost enables real-time monitoring, allowing review-
ers to make timely adjustments and evaluate the appropriateness
of modifications.

Derive constraints. Ranking SVM optimizes a loss function in-
volving pairwise constraints based on the Support Vector Machines
(SVM) framework. We constructed a training set for the Ranking
SVM model using a subset of 𝑘 (> 6) user-selected assessed applica-
tions, each assigned a score represented as 𝑆 . We form pairs of data
points (𝑑𝑖 , 𝑑 𝑗 ) with a label 𝑙 . If 𝑠 (𝑑𝑖 ) < 𝑠 (𝑑 𝑗 ), we set 𝑙 = 1; other-
wise, 𝑙 = −1. For all pairs 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 1, . . . , 𝑘 where 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 , we generated
constraint tuples based on this criterion and treat all constraints as
soft constraints.

Calculate the ranking and transfer to score. After training,
we obtained a weight vector for the attributes to rank all the data
items. We computed individual dot products of the weight vector
(𝑤 ) with each data item (𝑑𝑖 ), resulting in an intermediate variable
denoted as 𝑣 (𝑑𝑖 ) = 𝑤 ·𝑑𝑖 =

∑𝑀
𝑚=1𝑤𝑚 · 𝑎𝑚 , where 𝑎𝑚 represents the

attribute value in the selected section. Subsequently, we mapped
the values of 𝑣 to the interval [𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑆) − 0.5,𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑆) + 0.5], pre-
serving two decimal places to enhance transparency and facilitate
explanation. This mapping yielded the prediction score 𝑆 ′, with the
condition that 𝑠′𝑖 = 0 if 𝑠𝑖 = 0.

The prediction score is displayed in the ‘Mitigate’ column, and
a notification appears in the bottom right of the page, listing the
top 𝑘 (= 10) significant model attributes and training application
IDs. Users can LOCATE (D4) inconsistent decision outcomes by
comprehensively comparing these predictions with their scores and
cross-referencing this information with the significant attributes
and original data.

4.4 Comparison View

29

Lower than

29

Close to

29

Higher than Prediction

29 - Application ID

Human score is / /

Figure 6: Design of glpyhs in Comparison view.
To address D1, we developed a visual glyph (Figure 6) for com-

paring human scores and model predictions. Each glyph corre-
sponds to an applicant, with the number denoting the application

ID, the outer ring encoding the human score and the inner ring
encoding the prediction. A linear color scheme is used for both
rings, facilitating the rapid identification of applications with vary-
ing scores. The ID color indicates whether the human score is
higher/lower than or close to the prediction, highlighting incon-
sistencies in human scores and their direction. To LOCATE (D4)
anomalies among similar applications, glyph position is determined
using the t-SNE [60] method based on the attributes of selected
section, ensuring similar applications are closer together. Solid dots
represent high-dimensional centers of all applicants who received
the same human score, follow the same color scheme as the glyph
rings and are connected from lowest to highest scores (D2). Fur-
thermore, to provide visual aid for D4, hovering over a glyph or
center highlights applicants with the same human score.

5 USER STUDY
Obtaining institutional IRB approval, we conducted a user study
involving 20 participants with mixed backgrounds. The primary
aim of this study was to assess the effectiveness of our bias-aware
design. To achieve this, we aimed to address three key research
questions (R𝑄1 − 𝑅𝑄3) through our evaluation process.

• R𝑄1: How are the usability and effectiveness of the bias-
aware system in material screening?

• R𝑄2: How will participants interact with and be affected by
the bias-aware system in material screening?

• R𝑄3: How will participants trust and collaborate with the
ML method?

5.1 Experiment Setup
5.1.1 Dataset. We obtained IRB approval for data collection and
used a dataset from a local university’s information science mas-
ter’s program. Graduate admission, similar to college admission,
emphasizes merit and alignment with the institution’s mission. We
randomly selected two groups of 40 complete applications (exclud-
ing incomplete ones) for a preliminary trial and a formal experiment.
Each application included a resume, academic transcripts, a per-
sonal statement (PS), and up to two letters of recommendation (LoR),
all in PDF format. To ensure the experiment’s completion within 1.5
hours, we retained only the resume, transcripts, and certificates. No-
tably, these materials were from past admission interviews, and we
had only raw PDF files, making it impossible to verify results with
reliable ground truth. Additionally, we anonymized identifiable
details like names and photos.

5.1.2 Baseline System and Control Conditions. We adopted a two-
pronged approach to assess the effectiveness of our system. First, we
used a between-subject design to evaluate the Statistical view,
dividing participants into two groups randomly: Group A used the
baseline system, and Group B used BiasEye. Both systems consisted
of three pages (Figure 2- 1 2 3 ), but the baseline system lacked
the Statistical view and publication level in the Screening Sheet
(Figure 13). Both systems were hosted on a web server, accessible
to participants via public links. Second, we used a within-subject
design to evaluate the Summary page in two stages. In stage I,
participants could only use the Student List and Assessing pages. In
stage II, participants could further adjust their decisions using the
entire system.
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Figure 7: Procedure of user study.

ID Gender/Age Degree Experienced Condition Group ID Gender/Age Degree Experienced Condition Group
P1 Male / 21 Bachelor N A P2 Male / 23 master Y B
P3 Male / 24 master N A P4 Male / 24 master N B
P5 Female / 23 master Y A P6 Female / 24 master Y B
P7 Male / 23 master Y A P8 Male / 23 master Y B
P9 Male / 23 master Y A P10 Male / 21 master N B
P11 Male / 21 Bachelor Y A P12 Male / 25 Ph.D Y B
P13 Female / 26 Ph.D N A P14 Female / 24 Bachelor N B
P15 Male / 22 master Y A P16 Male / 21 Bachelor Y B
P17 Male / 21 Bachelor N A P18 Female / 23 master N B
P19 Female / 22 master N A P20 Male / 21 Bachelor N B

Table 4: Demographic information of participants. Experienced means one has prior involvement in relevant screening
assistance scenarios encompassing over 20 applications. Group A uses Baseline system, group B uses BiasEye system.

5.2 Participants
We recruited 20 participants (P1 to P20): 14 males and 6 females.
Among them, 6 held bachelor’s degrees, 12 held master’s degrees,
and 2 held Ph.Ds. Participants were evenly divided into the experi-
ment (B) and control (A) groups based on demographics (Table 4).
Before the formal experiment, all participants signed a confiden-
tiality agreement, became familiar with the training program and
department’s mission. Special attention was given to those without
prior relevant experience (n > 20) to ensure they understood the
screening expectations. Their participation was incentivized by
performance-based compensation.

5.3 Task and Procedure
5.3.1 Task. We simulated a real-world material screening scenario
for user study. Participants were instructed to act as students in a
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) laboratory, tasked with prelim-
inarily review 40 admission applications due to the time constraints
of their professor. The participants’ responsibility was to consider
multiple factors like personal backgrounds, experiences, abilities,
and the lab’s requirements. Their anonymous screening outcomes
would be combined with others to determine final screening results.
To fulfill this task, participants had to: 1) assign scores to each ap-
plication in four sections: Education Background (EB), Competition
(Com), Honor (Ho) and Extra Activity (ExA), which were chosen
based on the actual department criteria. 2) They were prohibited
from discussion and communication, and 3) were not required to
consider score weighting within each section. 4) They were en-
couraged but not forced to aim for an average score of 3 in each
section. Additionally, online references14 including school rankings,
conference and journal rankings, and a formal document listing the
level of college student competitions were provided for assistance.

14https://research.com/

5.3.2 Procedure. Figure 7 outlines our mixed-subject experiment.
Before the study, participants signed confidentiality and completed
a pre-task questionnaire collecting demographics. We introduced
the experimental task and its objectives in a comprehensive man-
ner, rather than explicitly disclosing the focus on cognitive
bias, we emphasized the core principle of individual fairness and
underscoring the gravity of inconsistent outcomes. This approach
ensured that participants remained unaware of the precise nature
of our study.

Next, we introduced the system corresponding to their belong-
ing condition in stage I and provided a set of toy trial materials
for familiarization. During Phase I, participants were allotted 50-70
minutes to complete the task as consistently as possible, then sub-
mitted their results and filled out an in-task questionnaire. Themain
goal of Phase I is to assess how the introduction of the Statistical
view impacts the consistency of participants in decision-making.
To address potential residual effects between the two experiments
and reduce response bias within the two conditions, we adopted a
between-subject design approach.

Moving to Phase II, we introduced the Summary page and the
Ranking SVM model, which learns participants’ screening pref-
erences and predicts scores. To directly compare the change in
decision-making before and after model intervention, we utilized
a within-subject design independently for both groups. Simulta-
neously, both groups maintained a between-subject design that
included the Statistical view as a variable. Participants were given
20 minutes to revise their outcomes with the assistance of Sum-
mary page. Subsequently, they submitted again and completed a
post-task questionnaire.

Two of the authors acted as experimenters to ensure smooth
progress and provided assistance as needed. The study spanned
approximately two hours, with participants receiving USD 12 com-
pensation on average.
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5.4 Data Collection
We conducted a general quality check for each participants by
examining the usage time of Phase I, which started when they
began the task and ended at their first outcome submission. One
submission from group B (P20) was rejected due to a extraordinarily
short duration (30 minutes) for Phase I. Besides, one scoring log
files form group A (P1) were irreversibly corrupted, we excluded
his log files and questionnaires from quantitative analysis but kept
video for qualitative analysis. We ended up with 18 valid responses,
9 per group. All data will be used solely for experimental outcome
analysis and won’t be shared or disclosed non-anonymously.

5.5 Measurement
For both the in-task and post-task questionnaire, we utilized a 7-
point Likert scale (1: Not at all/Strongly disagree, 7: Verymuch/Strongly
agree, and a 10-point scale for workload-related questions) to collect
participants’ feedback on the respective systems and their attitudes
toward their own results in different phases of the study. First, in
line with the System Usability Scale (SUS) [7], we crafted ques-
tions primarily including: 1) Ease of use; 2) Ease of learn; 3) System
satisfaction; and 4) Likelihood of future use; Second, in terms of
Self-Evaluation, we designed questions mainly including: 1) Con-
sistence criteria; 2) Degree of distinction; 3) Fewer revisions; and
4) Perceived efficiency promotion. Third, drawing from the NASA-
TLX survey [29], we posed questions about Workload Assess-
ment, including: 1) Psychological workload; 2) Physical workload;
3) Time workload; and 4) Level of frustration. Fourth, as for System
Design, we tailored questions concerning the Statistical view for
group B participants in the in-task questionnaire and regarding the
Ex-situ Table and Comparison view for both groups in the post-task
questionnaire, including: 1) Intuitive visualization; 2) Convenience
of interaction; and 3) Overall helpfulness. Additionally, we also
included optional subjective questions for qualitative insights. Par-
ticipants were instructed to “think aloud” throughout while their
screens and audio were recorded. The system documented the sec-
tion name and score for every modification in scoring logs during
both phases for later quantitative analysis in section 6.

6 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section organizes quantitative and qualitative results for re-
search questions R𝑄1 to R𝑄3. Our quantitative analysis, besides
descriptive statistics, employed the Mann-Whitney U test [37] to
investigate differences between groups using different systems, and
the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests [66] to evaluate disparities between
groups of participants using the same system. For our qualitative
analysis, one author transcribed participants’ screen recordings,
capturing system usage and reactions to potential inconsistent deci-
sions. Two authors then coded these transcriptions using thematic
analysis [27], with specific examples included in this paper.

6.1 RQ1. How are the usability and effectiveness
of the bias-aware system in material
screening?

As shown in Figure 8, the questionnaire presents participant ratings
of system usability at various stages and with different systems.
When comparing the Phase 1 data for both systems, we observed
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Figure 8: The usability of usefulness of the system. Error bars
indicate standard errors. (ns: p < .1; ∗: p < .05; ∗∗: p < .01; ∗∗∗: p
< .001).

that the BiasEye system did not lead to a significant increase in
‘ease of use’ or ‘ease of learning’. However, it did demonstrate a
substantial increase in ‘satisfaction’ (𝑈 = 3.5, 𝑝 < 0.01) and ‘future
use’ (𝑈 = 1.5, 𝑃 < 0.001).

Conducting a comparative analysis of data within the same sys-
tem at different phases, we noticed that the introduction of the
Summary Page had a significant impact. Specifically, it led to a de-
crease in ‘ease of learning’ for both the Baseline and BiasEye systems
(𝑇 = 0.0, 𝑝 < 0.05 in Baseline,𝑇 = 0.0, 𝑝 < 0.05 in BiasEye). Further-
more, it significantly enhanced ‘satisfaction’ (𝑇 = 0.0, 𝑝 < 0.05) in
the case of the Baseline system. However, there were no significant
changes in terms of ‘ease of use’ and ‘future use’ for both systems.

Moving forward, we proceed to evaluate the efficacy of the Bias-
Eye system by delving into the data collected from participants as
they engaged in the real scoring process. Our analysis has unveiled
the following two key findings.

Finding 7: The Statistical view and additional information
facilitates participants in raising awareness of bias in the
process and proactively reducing inconsistencies in decision-
making. Our findings stem from an examination of participants’
interactions with the system, focusing on instances where they
adjusted their initially assigned scores. The statistical analysis of
score revisions during Phase I and Phase II is presented in Figure 9(a)
and Figure 9(c), respectively.

In Figure 9(a), it becomes apparent that participants using the
BiasEye system displayed significantly higher average frequencies
of score revisions for the EB (𝑈 = 522, 𝑝 < 0.01), Ho (𝑈 = 539, 𝑝 <

0.01), and Sum (𝑈 = 389, 𝑝 < 0.001) categories compared to those
using the Baseline system. As there was no machine learning inter-
vention in Phase I, participants adjusted their decision outcomes
relying on personal judgment. The transcripts indicate that partici-
pants recognized the inconsistency in their initial decisions, and
their perception of this inconsistency becamemore pronounced and
less ambiguous. Participants demonstrated the ability to discern
candidates with varying qualifications more swiftly and accurately.

To reinforce this observation, we plotted a scatter plot in Fig-
ure 9(c) depicting the average number of score changes against
the applicant sequence, fitting a linear function. As depicted, as
the number of students being scored increased, both groups expe-
rienced a decline in the frequency of revisions. This observation
aligns with the expectation that participants’ evaluation criteria
improve and stabilize over time. Notably, the fitted line for BiasEye
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users is always higher than the baseline, suggesting that the pro-
posed system increased the number of revisions generally, rather
than being influenced by outliers.
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Figure 9: Differences in Revision Behavior Among Partic-
ipants in Different Groups. (a) Differences in revision be-
havior during Phase I. (b) Differences in revision behavior
during Phase II. (c) The average number of score modifica-
tions varies throughout the screening process in Phase I, with
the horizontal axis representing application ID. The error
bars indicate standard errors. (ns: p < .1; ∗: p < .05; ∗∗: p < .01;
∗∗∗: p < .001; ∗∗∗∗: p < .0001)

The results from Phase II further substantiate the notion that
the BiasEye system contributes to the decrease of inconsistent deci-
sions. As illustrated in Figure 9 (b), participants utilizing the BiasEye
system exhibited significantly lower frequencies of revisions in the
Com (𝑈 = 1, 086, 𝑝 < 0.01), ExA (𝑈 = 1, 028, 𝑝 < 0.01), and Sum
(𝑈 = 1, 181, 𝑝 < 0.001) categories. Despite being exposed to more
comprehensive global information in Phase II, participants employ-
ing the BiasEye system had already mitigate most of inconsistent
decision outcomes during Phase I, decrease the requirement for ad-
ditional score revisions. P10 explicitly stated, “without those charts
on the left (Statistical View), it can be kind of hard for me to tell the
difference between the different application levels because the scores
start to blur together. Having those charts really makes a difference
for me.”

Finding 8: Participants utilizing the BiasEye system ex-
hibit more concentrated scoring for high-quality applicants,
resulting in fewer instances of inconsistent outcomes. While
cognitive bias can play a role, it’s important to recognize that dif-
ferent reviewers may hold varying opinions about an application.
Existing literature, as mentioned in Coleman et al. [14], emphasizes
the use of “interrater reliability” to ensure the effectiveness and con-
sistency of screening decisions. One way to assess this is through
“composite reliability”, as outlined by Coleman and colleagues [14],
where a group of reviewers score within an acceptable range.

To evaluate whether the Statistical view in the BiasEye system
helps mitigate screening inconsistencies, we compared the screen-
ing outcomes for high-quality applications in Phase I at different
score levels (assuming equal section weights) in both Group A and
Group B.We took the intersection of the results from both groups to
ensure consistency. The outcomes are presented in Figure 10, where
each bar represents the number of applications receiving a specific
score. Here, we denote the number of compared applications as 𝑁
and measure the kurtosis of the histograms as 𝐾 .

Our observations indicate that Group B, using the BiasEye sys-
tem with the Statistical view, exhibits more centralized outcomes,
reflected in the higher kurtosis value (𝐾 ). A similar trend is observed
when comparing Phase I to Phase II, regardless of whether the Base-
line or BiasEye system was used. This evaluation underscores the
effectiveness of the Summary page in mitigating inconsistencies,
as seen in Figure 11. It’s worth noting that the phenomenon in
Figure 11 is less pronounced due to the comparison being based on
an intersection, which excludes a significant portion of adjusted
applications in Phase II.

6.2 RQ2. How will participants interact with
and be affected by the bias-aware system in
material screening?

Building upon the earlier-discussed analysis methods outlined in
section 6, we initially explore the ways in which participants will
engage with our bias-aware designs to fine-tune their decision
outcomes. Subsequently, we proceed to unveil the discoveries re-
garding how these designs impact participants’ cognitive workload
and their self-evaluation of the decisions made.

6.2.1 Usage pattern. This section presents the observations re-
garding how participants utilize our system design in a systematic
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Figure 10: Differences in the score distribution between Baseline and BiasEye systems in Phase I.

Figure 11: Differences in the score distribution between Phase I (P1) and Phase II (P2).

four-step process aimed at preventing, discovering, locating, and
mitigating inconsistent decision outcomes.

Step 1. Preventing. Video transcription shows all Group B par-
ticipants employed the Statistical View for insights into application
materials and positioning applicants, and considered publication
level as a screening criterion. Conversely, most Group A partici-
pants (7 out of 10) tried to check the given reference, but nearly
all (6 out of 7) stopped after about 20 applications. Interestingly,
three participants ignored this feature. These observations support
our design motivation to enhance information transparency and
accessibility.

Step 2. Discovering. Participants predominantly employ two
categories of methods to identify inconsistencies in their decision
outcomes on the Summary page. First, a minority of participants (3

out of 19) inspected exceptions to the time allocation in the Ex-situ
Table. Second, the majority of participants (17 out of 19) used the
back-end model to aid them in discovering potential anomalies
through prediction scores. They selected trusted samples for back-
end training through three distinct approaches:

• Most participants (13 out of 19, including 7 from Group A)
directly chose applicants falling within a specific range based
on the screening order. This range deliberately excluded
the initial 5-10 applicants, as participants perceived their
screening criteria to be either more lenient or stricter for
this subset. This observation suggests that cognitive bias
cannot be entirely eliminated, even with the aid of statistical
information and supplementary.
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• A subset of participants (5 out of 19, including 2 from Group
A) manually selected representative applicants from each
score category (1-5) using checkboxes.

• Participant P9 employed an unconventional approach that
exceeded our expectations in sample selection. Initially, P9
included all applicants in the first round of training and then
chose applicants exhibiting consistency between the model’s
predicted scores and human scores as the final samples for
the second round of training. In the video, P9 mentioned
being unfamiliar with machine learning but believed this
approach could help identify samples that could serve as rep-
resentatives of his scoring criteria. We observed an increase
in the number of consistent outcomes after the second round
of training, although this may have occurred by chance. Ex-
ploring whether repeating such operations could lead to
convergence and automate the process is an intriguing topic
for future research.

Step 3. Locating. Building upon the methods outlined in Step 2,
participants employed specific strategies to identify anomalies. This
process can be categorized into two distinct approaches. First, a
minority of participants (3 out of 19) directly scrutinized applicants
who received either inadequate or excessive time allocations, clas-
sifying them as cases of oversight or difficulty in decision-making,
respectively. Second, participants who utilized the back-end model
(comprising 17 out of 19) employed two primary methods to pin-
point applicants with potential inconsistencies:

• Five participants harnessed the sorting function within the
‘Ex-situ Table’. They initially sorted the table based on the
columns labeled ‘EB/Com/Ho/ExA’ or ‘Mitigate’. Their focus
was directed towards applicants where the order of predic-
tions/human scores contradicted the ascending or descend-
ing order of human scores/predictions.

• Twelve participants identified potential inconsistencies by
observing the ID color and assessing the variance between
the two rings of a glyph. When confronted with multiple
anomalies marked with blue or red colors, participants de-
veloped distinct patterns of focus: i) A majority (7 out of
12) concentrated on applicants displaying a high discrep-
ancy between the two rings, a preference influenced by their
personal perception. ii) Two participants focused on iden-
tifying the lower/higher scores within an overall trend of
higher/lower scores. iii) Three participants searched for in-
consistencies within the pool of applicants who had received
high human scores.

These patterns of focus shed light on participants’ expectations of
generating rational screening outcomes.

Step 4. Mitigating. Participants accessed the Screening Sheet
of the corresponding student on the Summary page by clicking on
rows within the Ex-situ Table. They employed various strategies to
adjust the assigned scores, which included: (1) Comparing the appli-
cant’s score with those who received the same score; (2) Comparing
the applicant’s score with individuals who had similar predicted
scores from the model; (3) Comparing the applicant’s score with
students positioned closely in the Comparison view. (4) Relying
entirely on, or taking into consideration, the model’s recommenda-
tions; (5) Referring to the keywords listed in the notification card

to understand the model’s rationale and checking if any relevant
features were overlooked during Phase I; (6) Assessing the model’s
performance based on keywords and the distribution of ID colors
in the Comparison View to determine whether further examination
of potentially inconsistent applications was necessary. The sixth
strategy is particularly relevant to the issue of trust in the model,
and our findings related to this are presented in subsection 6.3.
These strategies underscore the adaptability of our system design,
accommodating the diverse usage habits and preferences of indi-
vidual users while achieving the goal of mitigating inconsistent
decision outcomes.

6.2.2 Effects on participants’ cognitive workload. In this section,
we employ questionnaire data to assess the variations in workload
among participants when comparing the Baseline and BiasEye sys-
tems. The results are visually presented in Figure 12 (a). During
Phase 1, BiasEye significantly reduced psychological (𝑈 = 70.0, 𝑝 <

0.01) and time workload (𝑈 = 72.0, 𝑝 < 0.01) compared to the
Baseline. Transitioning from Phase 1 to Phase 2, the introduction of
Summary page resulted in significant reductions in both psycholog-
ical (𝑇 = 0.0, 𝑝 < 0.05 in Baseline, 𝑇 = 0.0, 𝑝 < 0.05 in BiasEye) and
physical workloads (𝑇 = 0.0, 𝑝 < 0.05 in Baseline, 𝑇 = 5.5, 𝑝 < 0.05
in BiasEye) for both systems. Participants did not report significant
changes about time workload and feeling of frustration.

6.2.3 Effects on participants’ self evaluation. Figure 12(b), we present
the differences in self-evaluation between the Baseline and the Bias-
Eye system. During Phase 1 of the experiment, participants using Bi-
asEye reported experiencing more consistent criteria (𝑈 = 8.0, 𝑝 <

0.01) and better distinction among applications (𝑈 = 11.5, 𝑝 < 0.01)
compared to the Baseline group. Additionally, BiasEye significantly
improved the screening efficiency (𝑈 = 6.0, 𝑝 < 0.01). Moving
on to Phase 2, the introduction of the Summary page had a no-
table impact on both groups. It enhanced the criteria consistency
(𝑇 = 0.0, 𝑝 < 0.05 in the Baseline group and𝑇 = 3.0, 𝑝 < 0.05 in the
BiasEye group) and improved the distinction among applications
(𝑇 = 0.0, 𝑝 < 0.05 in the Baseline group and 𝑇 = 0.0, 𝑝 < 0.05 in
the BiasEye group). However, it’s important to note that only the
Baseline group reported a significant increase in efficiency.

6.3 RQ3. How will participants trust and
collaborate with the ML method?

Through a qualitative analysis of video transcripts, we identified
varying levels of trust among participants in the suggestions pro-
vided by themodel. This trust, in turn, influenced their collaborative
interactions with the machine learning-supported assistant system.
Among the 19 participants in our study, only two opted not to
utilize the model. The remaining 17 participants all made revisions
based on the model’s recommendations. It’s important to note that
participants retained ultimate decision-making authority when it
came to screening results. They determined whether to accept, refer
to, or question the prediction scores of an application, integrating
their own understanding of the application materials. The machine
learning method served as a supplementary tool, offering a clear
and expedited path to identify inconsistencies within specific appli-
cations. More specifically, our study revealed the following findings
into participants’ trust in and collaboration with the ML method.
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Figure 12: Results of the (a) workload assessment and (b) self-evaluation in the questionnaire. Error bars indicate standard
errors. (ns: p < .1; ∗: p < .05; ∗∗: p < .01).

Finding 9: Participants’ trust in themodel’s performance is
screening section-independent. Participants’ lack of trust in the
model’s performance in one section did not influence their trust in
other sections. For instance, P6 remarked, “The model’s predictions
in the Ho section are not accurate, but it does help me identify many
incorrect scores in the EB section.” Similarly, P11 expressed, “I’m
quite confident in how the model handles quantitative data, but the
content in the EXA section encompasses various elements, and I doubt
the model could comprehend my criteria.”

Finding 10: Participants generally attempted to compre-
hend the rationale behindmodel predictions, but success was
not guaranteed. Participants often inferred the reasons behind
the model’s predictions by examining various factors, including
the prediction itself, attributes with significant weights displayed
on the Notification Card, and raw information about each student.
These inferences ranged from grasping the overall logical reason-
ing of the model to providing individual explanations for specific
application predictions. For example, P3 remarked, “Attributes on
the notification involve scores of the English proficiency test (CET)
and school ranking, but the model thinks I gave high scores for many
applications... um, it is sensitive to CET scores, I care less unless the
CET score is under 500.” Conversely, according to P13, “The model
scores 2, but he comes from an experimental class at a university, with
understandably low ranking that the model might have overlooked.
I’m sticking to my opinion.” As the system did not explicitly specify
the concrete attributes contributing to each application’s prediction,
there were instances where participants found it challenging to
make successful inferences, leading to comments such as, “I can’t
understand,” as noted by several participants.

Finding 11: Participants tended to question the rational-
ity of their decisions when there was a significant dispar-
ity between the predictions and human scores/expectations.
Participants’ awareness of these differences stemmed from two
primary sources. On one hand, it was influenced by the overall
color trend of the ID text in the Comparison view, as noted by P16
who mentioned, “There are many red colors, and I am overwhelmed.”
On the other hand, participants observed discrepancies between

the human scores they assigned and the predicted scores for each
application. P8 remarked, “The prediction is around 5 points, but
why did I only give 1 point? Although I don’t quite understand why it
scores 5, I decide to increase the score a bit.” Despite being informed
at the beginning of the experiment that the model’s predictions may
be inaccurate, participants still exhibited a degree of blind belief
and reliance on the model, particularly when they felt uncertain
about an application. As P8 questioned, “I am struggling with this
score, or should I listen to the model?” Nevertheless, it’s worth noting
that the proposed system has mitigated confirmation bias to some
extent by encouraging participants to engage in a second round of
deliberation.

Through an analysis of the video transcripts, we also identified
various factors that influenced participants’ trust.

Factor 1: The consistency between keywords and partici-
pants’ perception of decision criteria. The attributes listed on
the Notification Card served as the initial point for participants
to grasp the model’s functioning. When these attributes did not
align with the participants’ preconceived criteria, it led to doubts
regarding the model’s predictions. For instance, P11 exhibited skep-
ticism towards the attributes in the ExA section. Upon identifying
discrepancies and disagreeing with the predictions for three ap-
plications in the Comparison view, P11 promptly cross-referenced
and verified the scores of multiple applications in the Ex-situ Table
independently. We observed that inconsistent perceptions could
also arise from differences in how attributes were categorized and
participants’ mental frameworks. For instance, competitions were
initially categorized into different subjects within the Com section.
However, participants were often unaware of the distinctions be-
tween different subject areas within competitions, particularly for
competitions that were rarely mentioned in the materials and thus
not well-remembered or paid attention to.

Factor 2: The significance of differences between predic-
tions and human scores.Participants exhibited strong trust in
prediction scores that closely matched or were consistent with hu-
man scores. None of the participants actively sought applications
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with gray-colored IDs in the Comparison view or those where hu-
man scores and predictions were sorted in the same order in the
Ex-situ Table. As P9 stated, “Both the model and I agree with these
scores, so there’s no issue at all.” The greater the difference between
the human score and prediction, the more likely it was for incon-
sistencies in applications to exceed the participants’ threshold and
capture their attention. For instance, P6 commented, “Differences
less than one are not an issue. I’ll check the others that had larger
score differences.” Conversely, the overall color trend of IDs in the
Comparison view also influenced participants’ trust in the model’s
predictions. P12 mentioned, “There are many gray ones, so I believe
that the model has learned well.” It’s essential to note that this factor
does not contradict the phenomenon of self-doubt arising from
higher/lower color trends mentioned in Finding 11.

Factor 3: The presence of sufficient evidence for confirma-
tion and trust. Participants were more inclined to trust predictions
when they discovered ample evidence to support them. This ev-
idence could be gathered by verifying whether key information
in an application had been overlooked or by making comparisons
between multiple applications. For example, P4 admitted, “It’s my
fault. I didn’t pay attention to the Mathematical Contest In Modeling
just now.” In a similar vein, P11 commented, “Compared to other
applications that meet my expectations of four, this application is
indeed slightly worse. I will follow the model and adjust it to three.”
Differences in how participants and the model interpreted the same
information sometimes hindered their trust in the predictions. For
example, P13 from Group A, which did not have access to the Sta-
tistical view, questioned, “Why did the model give him a score of
four when he’s from an average university and his GPA is not at the
top level?” Subsequently, the participant referred to supplementary
materials and found that the university was ranked around the top
50, which is considered quite good. This incident highlights how
human judgment can be influenced by personal experiences, poten-
tially leading to biases, such as the availability heuristic [58] and
confirmation bias, which makes individuals ignore objective truths.
Notably, this issue was not observed among participants in Group
B (BiasEye), as the Statistical view provided valuable evidence.

Factor 4: Participants’ intrinsic perceptions of machine
learning. Participants’ intrinsic beliefs about machine learning
significantly influenced their trust in the system. For instance, P7
expressed confidence, stating, “The system is definitely more accu-
rate than I am.” Similarly, P15 held the view that, “Machines don’t
get tired; they have no blind spots in attention.” Conversely, some
participants like P4 were more skeptical, stating, “I’ve learned about
machine learning algorithms. If some attributes do not appear in
the selected samples, it cannot learn them. P18 also struck a bal-
ance, noting, “I believe that machine learning can assist me, but I’m
aware it has limitations too. I won’t blindly follow it.” These inherent
perceptions of machine learning played a pivotal role in shaping
participants’ trust.

7 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATION
In this section, we extract future design considerations DC1∼4 (sub-
section 7.1) from our analysis results and questionnaire feedback.
We also explore potential generalizations of our findings to other
domains in subsection 7.2 and reflect on the limitations of our work
in subsection 7.3.

7.1 Design Consideration
DC1: Improve the interactive capability of the system. Par-
ticipants appreciated BiasEye’s interactive features in our study,
such as real-time score box-plot updates, highlighting the current
application in the Statistical view, and quick navigation between
Screening Sheets, which alleviate their workload. A bias-aware intel-
ligent interface for decision-making should seamlessly incorporate
interactive functionality, enabling users to devote more cognitive
resources to thoughtful judgment. This integration is essential for
encouraging users to actively address biases in decision outcomes.
Additionally, such systems should gather and present more con-
textual information to support well-informed decisions. Our study
revealed that certain participants in group A, like P5 and P13, infre-
quently referred to supplementary materials and were influenced
by personal experiences, leading to inconsistent screening results.
To alleviate the impact of inadequate or incorrect memory and
perception, a recommendation is to implement dynamic annota-
tions within the interface. These annotations could include hyper-
links to pertinent information such as school, major, competition
details, and data on past admitted students. If this information
could be aggregated, the interface might visualize a comparison
between individual and collective data. Consequently, instead of
facing unfamiliar and ambiguous perceptions, users could swiftly
grasp relevant information.

DC2: Simplify views and visual designs. The design of visu-
alization and functionality should prioritize intuitiveness, avoid-
ing the need for complex computer expertise and minimizing the
learning curve. In our study, participants acknowledged the attrac-
tiveness of glyphs but found their placement lacked meaning, as
highlighted by P6 and P11. The process of visualized dimensionality
reduction added cognitive demands and had the potential to cause
misunderstanding. Interestingly, the Ex-situ Table view was deemed
more user-friendly than the Comparison view, leading participants
to prefer a format combining glyphs with a table presentation. As
a result, future interface designs could incorporate tables with mul-
tiple straightforward mini-charts, offering a more effective way for
users to understand data without increasing cognitive load. Ad-
ditionally, for complex decision tasks like material screening, it
remains uncertain whether a multi-view visual analysis strategy is
a more effective option.

DC3: Enhance machine learning with human guidance.
Our observations unveiled that pre-specified model training at-
tributes approximated only a limited subset of participants’ per-
sonal criteria. Despite some commonalities, each participant had
unique focus areas. A universal model struggled to differentiate
individual applications based on specific criteria and often misclas-
sified similar applications due to attribute redundancy. While more
intricate models and comprehensive attributes could align better
with actual screening criteria, there exists a trade-off between a per-
fect fit and real-time response. AI methods may not be as proficient
or accurate as domain experts in verifying applicants’ contributions
and identifying potential exaggerations. Moreover, AI faces chal-
lenges in acquiring contextual knowledge, such as how personal
experiences are influenced by socioeconomic and geographic dis-
parities. Implicit discrimination may be hidden in the superficial
quantification of applicants based on factors like SAT scores and
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academic awards. To address the limitations of ML methods, future
intelligent screening systems should adopt “human-in-the-loop”
approaches. Specifically, the interface can allow model training for
customized attributes, correction of deviant model, special marking
and score lock of outliers (e.g., students at risk of fraud or those
considered deserving of preferential treatment).

DC4: Acknowledge the constraints of AI assistance tech-
niques. The majority of participants (11 out of 18, with 5 not
providing a response) acknowledged that automated information
extraction improved retrieval efficiency and reduced their workload.
Additionally, they found that the ML method assisted in address-
ing inconsistencies in screening decisions. However, it was also
observed that participants tended to heavily rely on AI support
methods, particularly the ML predictions. Consider the limitations
of ML methods mentioned in DC3, human-machine collaboration
strategies should be devised to promote AI in complement with hu-
man decision-making, rather than allowing unchecked dependence
on algorithms. In this context, future intelligent interfaces should
discourage the outright use of AI in initial decision-making, instead
supervising users to adopt recommendations with adequately un-
derstanding. For example, system can pop up temporary windows
to declare the limitation of the AI method, inquire about users’
confidence in their personal judgment versus AI prediction, and
encourage users to assess the consistency of their judgment with
AI recommendations.

7.2 Generalizability
Tasks such as corporate hiring, fund applications, and scholar-
ship selections often require the evaluation of numerous multi-
dimensional and multi-modal materials. These tasks commonly
face different cognitive biases, resulting in inconsistent outcomes
and affecting individual fairness. BiasEye is flexible and can be tai-
lored by modifying the necessary attributes and algorithms to meet
the specific requirements of a task. In our user studies, the simple
Ranking SVM demonstrated encouraging results in assisting with
bias mitigation. We are also interested in exploring more advanced
approaches, such as neural networks, capable of capturing complex
reasoning processes to further improve the effectiveness of bias
mitigation.

7.3 Limitation
This study primarily evaluates our bias-aware screening system
design, excluding information extraction as an experimental con-
dition. However, it’s important to note that data extraction and
classification models can introduce errors, highlighting the need
for better document organization in application submissions. We
recommend institutions implement formal systems for collecting
structured personal information alongside documents, which can
improve screening system design and functionality. Additionally,
BiasEye relied on quantitative attributes for prediction, potentially
missing nuanced human screening preferences, especially for indi-
cators like project content and quality. To address this, exploring
specialized language models or textual information extraction fea-
tures may enhance learning and prediction, particularly in detecting
biases in PSs and LoRs. Future systems could also simplify screening
through content analysis for categorical comparisons of applicants.
Lastly, due to constraints, we conducted a controlled in-lab study

with senior students, not directly comparable to expert admissions
reviewers. We plan to pursue a field study after further system
optimizations.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
This study introduces BiasEye, a specialized interactive system de-
signed to address, detect, and mitigate potential biases in real-time
screening processes. BiasEye provides users with clear global views
of information, aiding in fair screening criteria formulation. It also
helps identify biases by comparing actual rankings with model-
predicted ones, offering immediate means for adjustment. Results
from a user study show that BiasEye significantly improves review-
ers’ decision-making by visualizing potential biases, suggesting its
value across screening tasks. Future improvements may involve
advanced machine learning algorithms and broader domain ap-
plications, including enterprise and government contexts. BiasEye
development could inspire more tools for impartial decision-making
and bias reduction.
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Appendix

A BASELINE DESIGN
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Figure 13: The baseline system used in the experiment. In
Phase I, participants are limited to using only (1) the Student
List page and (2) the Assessing page. In Phase II, participants
can also utilize (3) the Summary page.

B USAGE SCENARIO
Let’s consider Professor Alex, tasked with reviewing a large number
of university admissions applications each May, faced the challenge
of juggling this with his teaching and research duties. He found
that meticulously reading through a large volume of application
information consumed a significant amount of his energy. To cope
with this, he resorted to manually extracting essential information
from the PDF files, enabling him to make comparisons between
applications before and after this data retrieval step, ultimately aid-
ing in his decision-making process. While these heuristics proved
effective in most cases, they did carry a risk of errors, especially
when Alex began to experience fatigue. However, considering the
significance of college admissions as a crucial societal matter, Alex
dedicated a substantial amount of time to meticulously review his
screening results before submission. He did this out of concern that
he might overlook outstanding applicants in the process. This par-
ticular aspect of the procedure heavily relied on Alex’s subjective
judgment.

This year, Alex utilized BiasEye for the application screening
process. He began by reviewing the Statistical view to conduct an
initial evaluation of the applicants before commencing the screen-
ing. As the process continued, he increasingly relied on this view to
recall and grasp quantitative information, such as school rankings.
BiasEye conveniently extracted information according to sections
in advance, effectively conserving Alex’s energy. After evaluat-
ing approximately forty to fifty applications, Alex proceeded to
the Summary page to examine his screening outcomes. Initially,
he noticed some conspicuous irregularities in time allocation and
identified an incorrect score in the Extra Activity section of one
application. He realized that he had misread some vital information
during his hurried decision-making process. Subsequently, Alex
adopted a systematic approach to reviewing each section. He be-
gan by selecting the education section from the drop-down menu.
Recognizing that he might have been too cautious initially due
to a lack of confidence and that his decision-making quality had
decreased towards the end of the process due to fatigue, he ad-
justed the slider to focus on the middle subset of applications that
aligned with his screening preferences. He carefully inspected the
contents on the Notification Card and found that the attributes
aligned with his expectations. Alex noted that the Comparison view
effectively highlighted discrepancies between the model and human
‘decisions’, making it easier to identify applications with lower or
higher scores based on the color of the IDs. However, he felt that he
should prioritize applications with a significant disparity between
the inner and outer arcs. Additionally, by examining the center dots,
he realized that he had only assigned ratings ranging from 2 to 5.
While reviewing application #11, Alex observed that the score was
lower than the prediction. In the Comparison view, he discovered
that this application closely resembled #14, indicating a degree of
similarity. Alex conducted a detailed comparison between these
two applications and decided to follow the model’s suggestion by
modifying the score to 3. Employing a similar approach, he made
adjustments to more scores. In the end, Alex’s confidence in his
screening results grew, and he was pleased to have mitigated the
inconsistencies in his screening decisions.
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